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An intercultural love story of desperation and forgiveness. When a Russian pilot crashes his jet in the
mountains of Laos, young Garret Hanes, a U.S. army intelligence specialist, is sent to question him. But
Garret and his Special Forces escort are captured by communist North Vietnamese soldiers. Threatened with
torture by their leader, Colonel Tran, Garret is forced to trek with enemy soldiers on their secret mission to
ambush American troops. When his guard, the female Lieutenant Le, reveals a more compassionate side of
the Vietnamese independence movement, Garret becomes dangerously infatuated with her, even as he hopes
to escape from his captors.
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From reader reviews:

Stephen Louis:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important thing for
us to learn everything in the world. Each book has different aim or maybe goal; it means that reserve has
different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They are really reading
whatever they have because their hobby is definitely reading a book. Think about the person who don't like
reading through a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book after they found difficult problem or
perhaps exercise. Well, probably you'll have this Flower Soldier.

Frederick Cagle:

Book is usually written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can learn everything you want by a reserve.
Book has a different type. To be sure that book is important factor to bring us around the world. Adjacent to
that you can your reading talent was fluently. A e-book Flower Soldier will make you to be smarter. You can
feel more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think this open or reading a
book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they are often thought like that? Have you searching for
best book or suitable book with you?

Rachel Morris:

What do you regarding book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want something to
explain what your own problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy individual? If you don't have
spare time to try and do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have free time? What did
you do? All people has many questions above. They have to answer that question simply because just their
can do which. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is right. Because start from
on guardería until university need this specific Flower Soldier to read.

Sherry Francis:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information from the
book. Book is published or printed or outlined from each source this filled update of news. In this modern era
like now, many ways to get information are available for an individual. From media social just like
newspaper, magazines, science e-book, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You can add your
understanding by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just trying to
find the Flower Soldier when you desired it?
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